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ANYTHING GOOGLE
Google Drive, Google Sheets, Google Docs, Google

Slides, Google Forms, Google Meet, Google Calendar,

Google Classroom. All of Googles digital tools are safe,

secure, and easy to understand. These platforms

make it easy to collaborate and communicate. 

FLIPGRID
Flipgrid is a great tool to use for students to create,

present, and apply their knowledge verbally. This

incredible app allows students to create a video of

themselves and post it to the forum. Student can

interact with each other's content while educators

can grade them on their assignment as well.

MARCO POLO
Marco Polo is an amazing tool to quickly connect and

ask questions. Instead of texting or calling or

emailing, this is a way to leave a video message. A

amazingly perfect tool for virtual office hours.

CANVA
Canva is a wonderful app to help your students (and

you) to create amazing presentations, flyers, posters,

infographics, social media posts, resumes, and logos.

This tool is easy and fun to use! I even used Canva to

create this infographic you're looking at!

IMOVIE & ARTISTO
When it comes to creating awesome videos and

photos iMovie and Artisto are the way to go. Both

these tools are super user friendly and produce

incredible results. The students also really enjoy

making their own videos and editing their own

photos.

PLUS SO MANY MORE!
ASANA - SPLICE - DROPBOX - INSTAGRAM - FIVE

CARD FLICKR - TWITTER - REMIND - TIK TOK - PIAZZA -

HOUSE PARTY - VOXER - SNAPCHAT - KAHOOT -

CROWDSIGNAL - QUIZLET - NEARPOD -

SURVEYMONKEY - CANVAS - BLACKBOARD

WHAT  ARE  YOU  WAITING  FOR? START  USING  THESE  TOOLS  TODAY !
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Go to LCCASB.com for more.


